
 

HARP Safeguarding Statement and Equality statement 
 
Safeguarding Statement 
HARP is founded on the principles that people have a right to be completely secure 
from both the fear and reality of any abuse.  The safety and well-being of each service 
user is of paramount importance.   
 
HARP intends to create services within which people are safe from abuse, and in which 
any suspicion of abuse or actual abuse is promptly and appropriately responded to.  
 
Equal Opportunities Statement 
HARP recognises that people with different social and ethnic backgrounds, skills and 
attitudes, can bring new ideas and perceptions to an organisation.  
HARP is committed to taking positive action to fight unlawful discrimination in every 
aspect of its work and the services it provides. HARP believes that everyone has a right 
to services and employment which are free from direct or indirect discrimination on 
grounds of gender, race, colour, creed, religion, marital status, sexual orientation or 
disability or any other grounds protected by legislation. 
 

 

VOLUNTEER DESCRIPTION 
 
Volunteer title:  Bradbury Centre Kitchen Volunteer   
Reports to:   Day Centre Catering Coordinator  
Department/Service:  The Bradbury Centre is part of Operational Services. 
 

Duties will include 

 Preparing and serving rough sleepers a fully cooked breakfast 

 Serving hot and cold beverages, snacks and lunch.   

 Making up night packs and sandwiches  

 Recording food & fridge temperatures and following health & safety 
procedures 

 Assisting with daily and weekly cleaning duties 

This opportunity will help you     
           

 Meet new people, have fun and enjoy a new experience  

 Achieve a sense of satisfaction in supporting a local charity 



The role is very sociable, interacting with staff, volunteers and hostel residents 
and slots when available are from 830am – 130pm 7 days a week.  

Volunteers will be provided with an induction, training and ongoing support. 
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